My dear Spencer,

The new development of the Minoan maddle has baffle all of a heap. I can make nothing of it. I can think of nothing else. May the devil fly away with it! Did you not feel me in one of your letters that the previous solution was based upon a note you got from George? I can still remember the impression I felt quite. Contain in my own mind that you had got the true solution of the problem & it puzzled me on the or those occasions to know why you elected expunged.
There will be at least two able horses
and headed men in the branch.

What does Hind intend publishing?

I wonder if Robert looked for traditions of Remembrances amongst the Dieri?

Surely stories would prompt him to ask 20.

Gersoni account of the location is not quite satisfactory.

It is all up as fings 280 miles

Hills of South Australia. I see you think as it 21 looks to me as if

there is a great deal behind it. The

Remembrance theory is just one of

the things the Beagle would not

like to mention to a missionary.

Don't have another cul at page 69.

All good rate here. Hope you

people at Flinders are having a

good time. Practically all have had no

summer here. Stomach.

Mrs. C.